COMMUNAL SPACE IN ISLAMIC ACTIVITY OF DUKUH KRAJAN, DESA KROMENGAN, KABUPATEN MALANG
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Abstract  
Dukuh Krajan settlement is a one of the settlement that still hold and maintain the value of tradition, social and cultural in the daily and social life. Nowadays, the phenomena that happens in the social-cultural community is the decrement of life pattern of the rural community consist of the value of togetherness and mutual cooperation. This transformation will affect changes of common space. It still needs a deeper research about the formed common spaces especially in the relation with Islamic activity in regular or incidentally basis. With purpose so that the formed common space can be benificial to grow some communal senses and mutual cooperation in the next generation. The research using qualitative with rationalistic approach. With the data acquired from the filed observation and interview with social figure and the residence. Common space is a common area that formed from the participation of the residence. Space as a base of common life grow from the alliance by building those spaces for a joint interest. The physical room of the Islamic activity consist of two namely residence house Islamic activity and public facility Islamic activity. Those function can transform when the Islamic activity being held. Semi public spaces, semi private, and private will change into common space function. This is affected by the activity, user, time and the room attribute inside. The space application of one activity has a sequence which give the activity and the user a interpretation, in this case togetherness and communality.
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Introduction

Villagers mostly identical with agraric lifestyle rely on livelihood systems, farming life either with fields or plantations. Their life also based from a tight sense of kinship. A community is a “gemeinschaft” which have a strong sense of mutual cooperation. Rural community has a face to face group as an character, they recognize each other as they recognize themselves.

Nowadays, the phenomena that happens in the social-cultural community is the decrement of life pattern of the rural community consist of the value of togetherness and mutual cooperation. This transformation will affect the changes of common space. Common space or communal overcome as beneficial room fit for mutual interest recognized by member of the owner. This Common space has a kami value. The actor of the common space has a sense of ownership, especially in the kinship with each other, either in blood relations (relatives) or in the social bond like a family.

This research take a case study in rural settlement in Dukuh Krajan, Desa Kromengan, Kabupaten Malang. Dukuh Krajan settlement is still holding their traditional, social and cultural dignity inherited from each generations. The pattern of a common space is especially formed in the profession activity that still needs a deeper research in the formed common spaces especially in the relation with Islamic activity in regular nor incidentally basis. With purpose so that the formed common space can be benficial to grow some communal senses and mutual cooperation in the next generation. The Dukuh Krajan research only covers RW 5, 6 and 7 areas since there are the center of the Dukuh Krajan activity, i.e The main government district levels, the main government village levels (village office), and trading center as market and surrounding ricefields and plantation.

Research Method

The research using qualitative with rationalistic approach. The data is acquired from the filed observation and interview with social figure and the residence. Common space is a common area that is formed from the participation of the residence. The description of the existing condition mainly from a various mould aspect of settlement and analyze various factors behind those particular phenomenon.

Analysis Result and Discussion

Desa Kromengan is a rural settlement located in southern Gunung Kawi slope, in Kecamatan Kromengan, Kabupaten Malang. According to interview with a local figure, in the past, this village is built at 3 centuries ago, approximately in the year of 1700. At that time, Desa Kromengan area is still in the form of unhabited forest. Then come a troupe consist of five fair siblings from Mataram Kingdom East Java, tripe a pedestal and clearing the area, so the settlement formed, until their descendant keep building and develop the village until these day.

The Java and Islamic aculturatic culture still attached in the society, the culture activity that is related with Java/Islamic calendar like a nyadran culture, nikahan, slametan, tahlilan, sayan, mithoni etc. The settlement of Desa Kromengan is surrounded by ricefield area and plantation. Moreover in village settlement also have a village institution, agricultural group, village religion and art. Desa Kromengan settlement consist of three region; Dukuh Ringinanom, Dukuh Krajan, Dukuh Balkon. From each of the dukuh, Dukuh Krajan is the main village government, main sub district government and economic source. Dukuh Krajan has a special characteristic representative enough from all of the dukuh in Dukuh Krajan. (Picture 1 and Picture 2)
recitation and big worship in a Islamic feast day (Idul Adha praying and sacrificial qurban animal). Based from the time the cases divided in three activities:

1. **Daily Islamic Activity Five Times Pray Worship and TPQ Recitation**

   According to the interview and observation result in Dukuh Krajan, the activities consist of five time pray which done in the morning *subuh* prayer, afternoon *maghrib* prayer and night *isya* prayer but the participant consist only from elderly. The second is TPQ recitation, this activity initiated with *ashar* prayer continued with TPQ recitation with 5-10 years old kids. This is a formal activity, with high intensity of beneficial room usage because this regular daily activity. The room setting in TK Muslimat, mushola and mosque scattered in RW 5, 6 and 7. Actor activity divided into two activity, the TPQ recitation with approximately 6-10 people capacity, sometimes more than that. In five time prayer only consist of 5-8 gentlemen and ladies. The range from the observation result in mosque area, musholla and TPQ approximately 7.00m-1km from each of housing unite concludes medium range distance. The room element and attribute used by the society conducting five time prayer and TPQ recitation as shown in Picture 4-6 and Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Space Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick wall, door fence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick wall, door fence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **Weekly Islamic Activity**

   The first weekly Islamic activity is the cases of gentlemen *tahlilan* in Suliyadi’s house. According to the interview this *tahlilan* event is aided by the neighborhood from the cooking activity until the

![Picture 5 Recite location in TPQ](image5)

![Picture 6 Kids going to the TPQ](image6)

![Picture 7 Islamic Discussion Activity and Congregational Prayer Setting](image7)

![Picture 8 Islamic Mosque and TPQ Activity Setting](image8)
food contribution from the neighbour. This tahnilan activity held regularly which turns by a house number, not by social gathering and voluntary contribution only.

The second Islamic activity is a routine ladies tahnilan, and one who got the host turns is in Agus Swadio’s house. Based from the interview this tahnilan supported by the neighborhood from helping in the kitchen until the food preparation contribution. This tahnilan routine activity held by the way of social gathering (arisan), whoever gets the honour as a host to the next tahnilan event.

The third Islamic activity is tiba’an, this routine activity held in one of teenage house in the house of Sukri family. This tiba’an activity held in turns in the way of social gathering (arisan), and the event is similar with the ladies tahnilan. The nature of this event is formal with high intensity of the room usage because this event held weekly. Gentlemen hold 40 people capacity, ladies 60 people capacity and teenage tiba’an 30 people or more. The range of the distance, based from observation is 7.00m-1km from each house unite and concluded as a medium range because of the large land owning in the village. Each of the house physical room consist of guest room, family room, foyer and the kitchen. The room element or the attribute used as follows (Table 2)

Table 2. Space Elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fixed Element</th>
<th>Semi Fixed Element</th>
<th>Non Fixed Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tahnilan residence</td>
<td>Brick wall, door, fence</td>
<td>Mat, Tahnil book, tiba’an</td>
<td>People gathering and create a common space in foyer, guest room and family room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They set the wanted comfort, that they feel the host house where the recitation held can be beneficial for the new and regular member of that private area with rules, traditions and the custom habits in their village. The village society already has a way to fix it by villagers hospitality and teposeliro in order to accept a newcomer in a social activity. Based from the interview to the room that private room has its own comfort levels, but because of the togetherness and kinship factor between the neighbour, they don’t really need a private room for their own private issue, except bedroom, which have a clear limit for individual (Picture 9).

The fourth weekly routine activity is Friday prayer done by the gentlemen, teenage boys and some of the ladies. There are many worship place especially used for Friday prayer such as mosques scattered in Dukuh Krajan, only in RW 5 and 7 area. The togetherness and reconciliation are clearly shows in this activity.

3. Yearly Islamic Activity

Yearly Recitation

Yearly recitation held one day after nyadran and kirab desa event. This recitaion held in village hall pendopo participated by all of the Desa Kromengan residents consist of the fathers, mothers
and the childrens. The activity composed by recitation and *terbang jidor*, this activity is formal with low intensity of room usage because the activity is yearly basis. The user capacity approximately around 50-100 people, or more. The distance range based from the observation is >7.50m from each of the house unites and concluded as a considerably far distance. The facility used in the common space is along the way of the front side of the district office, village hall and the room inside of it. The used room element or attribute as shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fixed Element</th>
<th>Semi Fixed Element</th>
<th>Non Fixed Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alongsides road in front of village hall and the room inside</td>
<td>Concrete fence, plant fence, chair, table, partition</td>
<td>Drink place, terbanggan musical instrument</td>
<td>People gathering to create common space in the district office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The common space usage mostly in all the room which use village component as the committee or the member is the common community. The village pendopo, yard and village office room formed as a room used to prepare all of the necessity of the recitation event, moreover the road in front of the village office can also used as a common parking lot and sales activity. (Picture 10 - Picture 12)

### Tabel 4. Room Elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fixed Element</th>
<th>Semi Fixed Element</th>
<th>Non Fixed Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alongside road in front of village hall and the room inside</td>
<td>Concrete fence, plant fence, chair, table, partition</td>
<td>Drink place, terbanggan musical instrument</td>
<td>People gathering to create common space in the district office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Islamic Feast Day Celebration

In this research, the Islamic Feast Day Celebration activity consist of Idul Adha prayer and slaughter of the qurban animal. The nature of the event is formal with high intensity of room usage because this event held once in every year. The user capacity more or less than 30-40 people, or more. According to the observation, the distance range of this event approximately 7.50m-1km from each of the house unite and concluded as a medium distance. The room element and the attribute that used as shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Common space usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathroom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Picture 12. Pendopo, Where the Event Take Place**
The *Idul Adha* prayer held together and continued with the qurban animal slaughter activity. This yearly event physical room consist of the road in front of the mosque area. Based from the result of the observation and analysis that the usage of the religious room activity in *Idul Adha* feast day surpassed the mosque capacity limit, there’s one residence whose house in one neighbourhood with the mosque volunteered his yard as a prayer area, and the resident use public facility such as road because of the lack of prayer zone capacity. Apart to use the road as a prayer zone the committee also use the shoulder road as a slaughter area. (Picture 13-Picture 17)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Fixed Element</th>
<th>Semi Fixed Element</th>
<th>Non Fixed Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mosque RW 5 and 7</td>
<td>Concrete fence, plant fence, chair, table</td>
<td>Prayer mat, mat, partition</td>
<td>People gathering to create common space in mosque</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Islamic activity use more of the public facility in the process. The public facility is not only became a magnet to form the common space, but
also became a common space itself for the Islamic society group.

CONCLUSION

Common space is a common area that is formed from the participation of the residence. Space as a base of common life grow from the alliance by building those spaces for a joint interest. This can reduce the effect of the social changing that cause excluded several local culture. From the upper description it can be concluded that the physical room of the Islamic activity consist of two namely residence house Islamic activity and public facility Islamic activity. In daily activity of the public domain, semi public domain, semi private domain and private domain already functioned properly, but those function can transform when the Islamic activity being held. Semi public spaces, semi private, and private will change into common space function. This is affected by the activity, user, time and the room attribute inside. The space application of one activity has a sequence which give the activity and the user a interpretation, in this case togetherness and communality.
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